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Abstract
Asequence S=s1s2 . . . sn is said to be nonrepetitive if no two adjacent blocks of S are the same.A celebrated 1906 theoremof Thue
asserts that there are arbitrarily long nonrepetitive sequences over the set {0, 1, 2}. This result is the starting point of Combinatorics
on Words—a wide area with many deep results, sophisticated methods, important applications and intriguing open problems.
The main purpose of this survey is to present a range of new directions relating Thue sequences more closely to Graph Theory,
Combinatorial Geometry, and Number Theory. For instance, one may consider graph colorings avoiding repetitions on paths, or
colorings of points in the plane avoiding repetitions on straight lines. Besides presenting a variety of new challenges we also recall
some older problems of this area.
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1. Introduction
A sequence r1r2 . . . r2n such that ri = rn+i for all i = 1, . . . , n, is called a repetition. A sequence S is nonrepetitive
if none of its blocks forms a repetition, where by a block we mean any subsequence of consecutive terms of S. In other
words, no two adjacent blocks (of any length) in S are the same. It is trivial to notice that every binary sequence of length
more than three contains a repetition. However, as proved about 100 years ago by Thue [67,68], there are arbitrarily
long nonrepetitive sequences over three symbols. This result is the starting point of Combinatorics on Words—a wide
area with many interesting connections and applications (cf. [13,18,47,48]).
The proof of Thue’s theorem is based on a peculiar family of binary sequences
0, 01, 0110, 01101001, . . . ,
where the next member is the previous one followed by its negation. This construction was actually known earlier to
Prouhet [61], who used it in a number-theoretic problem on sums of powers (cf. Section 2). Later it was rediscov-
ered by Morse [53] on the occasion of his work on recurrent geodesics, leading to the birth of Symbolic Dynamics
(cf. [14,36]). Another spectacular application of Thue sequences was made by Novikov and Adjan [56,57] in a solution
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of the famous Burnside problem for groups (cf. [44]). The same idea was used earlier by Morse and Hedlund [54] in
the easier case of semigroups. Curiously, in [56] nonrepetitive sequences are attributed to Arszon [7], who probably
discovered them while working on Khintchine’s problem on continued fractions (see Section 6.2). Actually, the list of
independent discoverers of Thue sequences is long and diverse, including some famous nonmathematicians like Max
Euwe (chess master) and Per Norgård (composer) (cf. [3]). Other historical facts and striking connections can be found
in several excellent expository articles and monographs (cf. [2,3,9,11–13,18,47,48]).
Our aim in this paper is to consider “nonrepetitiveness” in a wider mathematical context, with the intention of
showing its universal combinatorial appeal. We hope to achieve this goal by presenting a variety of new challenges, as
well as by recalling some older open problems of this area.
2. Genesis
In this section we describe brieﬂy the method of generating nonrepetitive sequences discovered by Thue. The whole
story goes back to the following problem on sums of powers: given positive integers r and N , ﬁnd all non-negative
integer solutions xi , yi of the system of N + 1 equations
xk1 + · · · + xkr = yk1 + · · · + ykr ,
where k = 0, 1, . . . , N . The result of Prouhet [61] deals with the case r = 2n and N = n − 1. It asserts that for every
n1 there is a partition of the interval {1, . . . , 2n} into two parts An and Bn such that
∑
x∈An
xk =
∑
y∈Bn
yk
for k = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1. These partitions are deﬁned inductively as follows. Let A1 = {1}, B1 = {2} and
An+1 = An ∪ (2n + Bn), Bn+1 = Bn ∪ (2n + An)
for n> 0. Thus, A2 = {1, 4}, B2 = {2, 3}, A3 = {1, 4, 6, 7}, B3 = {2, 3, 5, 8}, and so on. It is not hard to show by
induction that the resulting sets An, Bn satisfy the desired property for every n1.
Prouhet’s partitions are conveniently represented by binary sequences Tn = t1t2 . . . t2n , where ti = 0 if i ∈ An, and
ti = 1 for i ∈ Bn. So, T1 = 01, T2 = 0110, T3 = 01101001. In general we have Tn+1 = TnT ′n, where T ′n is a “negation”
of Tn. Note that this process deﬁnes uniquely the inﬁnite sequence T = limn→∞Tn.
In [67] Thue observed the following striking property of the sequenceT . LetA=ti ti+1 . . . ti+n andB=tj tj+1 . . . tj+m
be two blocks of T , with i = j . We say that A and B are overlapping if the intervals {i, . . . , i + n} and {j, . . . , j +m}
have nonempty intersection. Thue’s result asserts that no two overlapping blocks of T are the same. The proof starts
with an observation that Tn+1 is an effect of substituting a block 01 for each 0 in Tn, and a block 10 for each 1. For
instance,
T2= 0 1 1 0
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
T3= 01 10 10 01
.
Next, one shows that the property of being overlap-free is preserved under this substitution, that is, if S is any ﬁnite
binary sequence without identical overlapping blocks then its substitution image also possesses this property. Since
T1 = 01 is overlap-free the same is true of each Tn, and consequently of the inﬁnite sequence T . Note that this property
implies that no 3 consecutive blocks of T are the same.
Finally, consider the sequence S = 210201 . . . obtained by counting the number of 1’s between consecutive 0’s in
T . By the property of T the sequence S is an inﬁnite nonrepetitive sequence over symbols 0, 1, 2.
3. Variations
This section contains several generalizations of Thue sequences and the related open problems. Most of them are
well-known and were extensively studied.
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3.1. Anagrams and sums
A stronger form of “nonrepetitiveness” is deﬁned as follows. An anagram of a sequence r1r2 . . . rn is a sequence
r(1)r(2) . . . r(n), where  is any permutation of the elements 1, 2, . . . , n. A sequence S is said to be strongly non-
repetitive if no two adjacent blocks of S are anagrams of the same sequence.
One checks easily that no analog of Thue’s theorem is possible over the set {0, 1, 2}. However, in [34] Evdokimov
showed that there are arbitrarily long strongly nonrepetitive sequences over 25 symbols. Later Pleasants [60] lowered
this number to 5. Whether 4 symbols will do was an open question posed by Erdo˝s [31] and restated by Brown [16],
until Keränen [43] found a substitution over 4 symbols preserving the property of avoiding anagram repetitions.
Keränen’s result may be interpreted in arithmetic terms as follows: there is a function f : N → {2, 3, 5, 7} such that
∏
i∈I
f (i) =
∏
j∈J
f (j),
for any two adjacent segments of positive integers I and J . But what if we try to avoid equal sums instead of equal
products in adjacent segments? A simple application of van der Waerden’s theorem on arithmetic progressions shows
that for any function mapping N into a ﬁnite subset of the integers there will be arbitrarily many consecutive segments
with equal sums (cf. [41,47]). However, the following question looks intriguing.
Problem 1. Is there a natural number k and a function f : N → {1, 2, . . . , k} such that
∑
i∈I
f (i) =
∑
j∈J
f (j)
for any two adjacent segments I and J , with |I | = |J |?
The problem was posed independently in [59,41]. As I learned from Lorenz Halbeisen (personal communication),
the question is actually due to his wife Stephanie Halbeisen.
A weaker form of the problem has a positive answer: there are inﬁnite binary sequences without 4 consecutive blocks
that are anagrams of the same sequence (at least 2 of any 4 consecutive blocks of the same length have different sums),
as proved by Dekking [28]. This fact has a striking anti-Ramsey interpretation: there exists an inﬁnite sequence Qn
of lattice points in the plane such that Qn+1 − Qn ∈ {(1, 0), (0, 1)}, yet there are no 5-term arithmetic progressions
among terms of Qn. A positive answer to Problem 1 would yield a similar result for 3-term arithmetic progressions of
lattice points in the plane.
Another equivalent formulation of the problem using arithmetic progressions goes as follows: is there an increasing
sequence S = (si)i∈N of positive integers such that: (1) there is a constant L such that si+1 − siL, for all i ∈ N, (2)
the number of terms of S between si and sj is different than the number of terms of S between sj and sk , whenever
si, sj , sk form an arithmetic progression?
3.2. Dejean conjecture
In this variation one looks for inﬁnite sequences over a ﬁxed number of symbols in which identical blocks are as
far apart as possible. Suppose S is an inﬁnite sequence over k symbols and let dS(n) be the minimum number of terms
separating two identical blocks of length n in S. If dS(n)1 for all n, then S is nonrepetitive.
The problem of maximizing dS(n) goes back to Thue [68], who constructed for every k3 an inﬁnite sequence S
over k symbols satisfying dS(n)k − 2. For k = 3 Dejean [27] extended this result signiﬁcantly by giving a sequence
S in which dS(n) 13n. Moreover, she made the following conjecture which, if true, is best possible.
Problem 2 (Dejean Conjecture). For every k5 there is an inﬁnite sequence S over k symbols such that any two
identical blocks of length n in S are separated by at least (k − 2)n terms.
The conjecture has been conﬁrmed so far only for k = 5, 6, . . . , 11 by Ollagnier [58]. Surprisingly, if we neglect
short blocks then much stronger property holds already for binary sequences. The theorem of Beck [10] asserts
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that for any > 0 there is a constant n0() and an inﬁnite binary sequence S such that dS(n)> (2 − )n, provided
n>n0(). The proof of this striking fact uses the Lovász Local Lemma—a powerful weapon in the arsenal of the
probabilistic method (cf. [6,52]). A similar result appears also as an exercise in [6]. It asserts that for any > 0 there is
m0() and an inﬁnite binary sequence S such that any two adjacent blocks of S of length m>m0() differ in at least
( 12 − )m places. Note that both results imply the existence of inﬁnite nonrepetitive sequences over a ﬁnite number of
symbols.
3.3. Pattern avoidance
The following generalization of Thue sequences was introduced independently by Zimin [69] and Bean et al. [9]
(cf. [22,48,65]). A pattern is an arbitrary ﬁnite sequence P = p1p2 . . . pn over any set of symbols. A sequence
S resembles a pattern P if S may be divided into nonempty blocks S = B1B2 . . . Bn such that pi = pj implies
Bi = Bj for all i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n. For instance, the sequence S = 0120121010 resembles the pattern P = xxyy via
factorization
S = x x y y012 012 10 10
A sequence S avoids a patternP if no block of S resemblesP . The minimum number of symbols in an inﬁnite sequence
S avoiding P is called the avoidance index of P , denoted by (P ). For instance, (xx)= 3 and (xxx)= 2, by Thue’s
theorem. A pattern P is avoidable if its index (P ) is ﬁnite. Otherwise it is unavoidable.
One natural family of unavoidable patterns is
Z = {x, xyx, xyxzxyx, . . .}.
It was proved in [9,69] that each unavoidable pattern (up to renaming of symbols) is a block of some member of Z.
Problem 3. Is there an absolute constant c such that (P )c for any avoidable pattern P ?
The problem was posed in [8]. Surprisingly, it is not so easy to produce avoidable patterns with large avoidance
index. The simplest pattern with index 4 is xytyzuzxvyxwxz, and for a long time no pattern with (P )> 4 was known.
However, several patterns of index 5 were ﬁnally found by Clark in [19] which is a current record.
3.4. Arithmetic progressions
Another variant of Thue sequences appeared in a recent paper of Currie and Simpson [26]. Given a positive integer
k, a sequence S is called nonrepetitive up to mod k if all subsequences of S “situated” on arithmetic progressions of
differences d = 1, . . . , k are nonrepetitive. Let M(k) be the minimum number of symbols needed to built arbitrarily
long sequences which are nonrepetitive up to mod k. Thus M(1) = 3 by Thue’s theorem.
Problem 4. Determine M(k) for all k1.
It is easy to see that M(K)k + 2 and explicit constructions with k + 2 symbols was found for k = 2, 3 and 5 in
[25,26]. Maybe M(k)= k + 2 for all k? The Local Lemma gives only a linear bound (cf. [38]) and it is not even clear
if M(k) = k + O(1).
4. Graphs
In this section we present graph theoretic variations on the theme of Thue. The ﬁrst problem involving graphs and
nonrepetitive sequences was studied by Currie [20,21]. A result proved in [21] asserts that every connected graph
(except a path with at most 4 vertices) contains arbitrarily long nonrepetitive walks. Below we present several new
challenges relating Thue sequences and graph colorings.
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4.1. Nonrepetitive colorings
A coloring of the vertices of a graph G is nonrepetitive if the sequence of colors along any simple path in G
is nonrepetitive. The minimum number of colors needed is called the Thue chromatic number of G, denoted by
(G). Thue’s theorem asserts that (Pn) = 3, for all n4, where Pn is the path with n vertices. It follows that
(Cn)4 for any cycle Cn. Actually, (Cn) = 4 for only six exceptional values n = 5, 7, 9, 10, 14, 17, as proved by
Currie [23].
Denote by (d) the supremum of (G) over all graphs G of maximum degree at most d. For instance, (2) = 4 by
the above remarks.
Problem 5. Determine (3).
Notice that it is not clear a priori that (d) is ﬁnite for d3. However, Alon et al. [5] proved that there are absolute
constants c1, c2 > 0 such that
c1
d2
ln d
(d)c2d2.
The proof is probabilistic and makes use of the Local Lemma (for the upper bound) and Random Graphs (for the lower
bound) (cf. [6,51]). No constructive method for d3 is known.
Perhaps the most intriguing problem involving Thue chromatic number concerns planar graphs.
Problem 6. Is there an absolute constant k such that any planar graph has a nonrepetitive vertex k-coloring?
Using Thue sequences without palindromes one shows easily that (T )4 for any tree T . Moreover, as proved by
Kündgen and Pelsmajer [45], (G)12 for any outerplanar graph G, and (G)4t for a graph of treewidth t .
LetH be a ﬁxed graph and let Forb(H) denote a class of graphs not containing a minor isomorphic toH . A famous
result of Robertson and Seymour [63] asserts that Forb(H) has bounded treewidth if and only if H is planar. This
implies that planar graphs form the smallest class closed under taking minors for which boundedness of Thue chromatic
number is not clear.
4.2. Thue threshold
Let k2 be a ﬁxed integer. A sequence consisting of k identical blocks is called a k-power. A coloring of the vertices
of a graph G is k-power-free if no path in G looks like a k-power. Let k(G) denote the minimum number of colors in
k-power-free coloring of G. For instance, 3(Pn) = 2 for n3, by Thue’s theorem.
LetP be a class of graphs. Let k(P)= sup{k(G) : G ∈ P} and let t (P)= inf{k(P) : k ∈ N}. In words, t (P) is
the smallest number of colors allowing to avoid k-powers in a class P for some (possibly huge) k. We call it the Thue
thresholdof a class of graphs P. Notice that t (P) is inﬁnite if and only if k(P) is inﬁnite for all k.
Problem 7. Determine the Thue threshold for planar graphs.
At present it is not even known if t (P) is ﬁnite in this case. We only know that at least 4 colors are necessary, since
there are planar graphs containing arbitrarily long monochromatic paths in any 3-coloring of the vertices.
Let t (d) denote the Thue threshold of a class of graphs with maximum degree at most d. A result of Currie and
Fitzpatrick [24] imply that t (2) = 2 and this is the only known value of the function t (d). In general, we have
1
2 (d + 1) t (d)d + 1,
as proved in [4]. The following question was asked by Łuczak.
Problem 8. Is it true that limd→∞t (d)/d exists?
It seems plausible that the answer is in the afﬁrmative. More risky would be to conjecture that t (d) = d for all d.
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Problem 9. Determine t (3).
4.3. Edge colorings
In a similar way we may consider nonrepetitive edge colorings of graphs, where repetitions (or k-powers) are
forbidden on paths. Note that in this case repetitions forming full cycles are allowed. We denote the minimum number
of colors in a nonrepetitive edge coloring of G by ′(G). Let ′(d)= sup{′(G) : (G)d}, where (G) denotes the
maximum degree of G. The probabilistic proof of the upper bound for ′(d) goes the same as for the vertex case (cf.
[5]), hence ′(d) = O(d2). However, we expect a much better estimate.
Problem 10. There is an absolute constant c such that ′(d)cd.
As noted by Łuczak (personal communication), such constant c must be greater than 43 . In a special case of complete
graphs we have ′(Kn)2n for all n (cf. [5]).
A seemingly related problem for palindromes was considered earlier (without any Thue type motivation) by Erdo˝s
and Nešetrˇil. A palindrome is a sequence that looks the same when written backward, for instance, 0123210. An edge
coloring of a graph G is palindrome-free if no simple path with at least two edges in G looks like a palindrome. An
equivalent condition is that each color class forms an induced matching in G. In this form the concept was introduced
by Erdo˝s and Nešetrˇil in [32]. The minimum number of colors needed is called the strong chromatic index ofG, denoted
by se(G) (cf. [52]). It is conjectured that se(G) 54(G)2, which is sharp, since there are graphs of arbitrarily large
maximum degree for which the equality holds (cf. [32]).
4.4. Nonrepetitive walks
In [15]Brešar andKlavžar introduced the following extension of nonrepetitive colorings of graphs. Letw=v1v2 . . . vn
be a walk in a graph G, that is, ei = vivi+1 is an edge of G for i = 1, . . . , n − 1. A walk w is open if v1 = vn. If f
is a coloring of the edges of a graph G then a walk w determines a sequence S(w) = f (e1) . . . f (en−1). A coloring
f is square-free if for no open walk w the associated sequence S(w) is a repetition. Let w(G) denote the minimum
number of colors needed for a square-free coloring of G.
Problem 11. Is w(G) bounded for graphs of bounded maximum degree?
Another variation of this type was proposed by Currie (cf. [15]). Consider an edge coloring of a graphG such that the
sequence of colors S(w) on any walk w is nonrepetitive whenever w itself is nonrepetitive (as a sequence of uncolored
edges). A similar question for Currie’s colorings is also open.
4.5. 123-conjecture
Suppose f is a coloring of the edges of a graph G = (V ,E). For a vertex u ∈ V denote by Mf (u) the multiset of
colors “around” u, that is, Mf (u) = {f (ux) : x ∈ N(u)}, where N(u) is the set of all neighbors of u. A coloring f
distinguishes neighbors in G if Mf (u) = Mf (v) for any pair of adjacent vertices u and v. This notion was introduced
by Karon´ski et al. [42] as a variant of a general vertex distinguishing problem. In abstract sense the concept resembles
strongly nonrepetitive sequences (Section 3.1) where adjacent intervals are distinguished by multisets of symbols.
The main result of [42] establishes the existence of a ﬁnite number k such that any connected graph G (with at least
two edges) has a neighbors distinguishing k-coloring of the edges. The proof relies on the Local Lemma and gives a
bound of 183. On the other hand, the cycle C6 shows that the minimum possible value of k is at least 3. The authors of
[42] suspect that 3 colors sufﬁce even for the following additive version of the problem.
Problem 12. Every connected graph G = K2 has an edge labelling f by integers 1, 2, 3 such that for every pair of
adjacent vertices u and v,
∑
x∈N(u)
f (ux) =
∑
y∈N(v)
f (vy).
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This holds for complete graphs and 3-colorable graphs (cf. [42]). Recently, Addario-Berry et al. [1] proved that 16
integer labels do the job in general.
5. Points
Thue’s theorem is also a geometric result in a natural way. Therefore, we may ask for its continuous or multidimen-
sional version. In this section we present a few Thue type problems with geometric ﬂavor.
5.1. Coloring the real line
A coloring of the real line is square-free if no two adjacent intervals are colored the same. More precisely, for any
intervals I =[a, b] and J =[b, c] of the same length L> 0, there is a point x ∈ I of different color than x+L. Bean et
al. [9] proved that there is a square-free 2-coloring of the real line. The proof is a simple application of the principle of
transﬁnite induction. Actually, the same argument gives a stronger result: there is a 2-coloring of the real line such that
no two different segments (whether adjacent or not) are colored the same (cf. [39]). Rote (personal communication)
found an explicit coloring with this striking property: a point x is black if ln |x| is rational, otherwise it is white. A
validity of this simple coloring follows from the Lindemann–Weierstrass theorem, which says that algebraic powers of
e are linearly independent over the ﬁeld of algebraic numbers (cf. [39]). A simpler argument omitting this strong result
has been found by Klazar (personal communication).
More mysterious is the following continuous version of strongly nonrepetitive sequences. A coloring f of R is
measurable if for every color i the set f−1(i) is measurable in the sense of Lebesgue. For a measurable subset X ⊆ R
denote its measure by (X). We say that two intervals I, J ⊂ R are distinguished by a coloring f if
(I ∩ f−1(i)) = (J ∩ f−1(i)),
for at least one color i.
Problem 13. Is there a ﬁnite measurable coloring of the real line distinguishing any pair of nontrivial intervals?
Alon (personal communication) proved that no such 2-coloring of R is possible even if the condition was restricted
to adjacent intervals. On the other hand it seems plausible that ℵ0 colors sufﬁce.
5.2. Topological disks
A topological disk in the plane is any homeomorphic image of the unit circle U = {(x, y) ∈ R2 : x2 + y21}.
Suppose f is a coloring of the plane and D1, D2 are two different topological disks. We say that f distinguishes D1
and D2 if for every homeomorphism h : D1 → D2 there is at least one point x ∈ D1 such that f (x) = f (h(x)). It
was proved in [37] that there exists a 2-coloring of R2 distinguishing each pair of topological disks. The proof uses
transﬁnite induction.
Problem 14. Find an explicit ﬁnite coloring of the plane distinguishing each pair of topological disks.
5.3. Lattice points
Let Zn be the set of integer lattice points in n-dimensional Euclidean space. A coloring of Zn is nonrepetitive if a
sequence of colors of consecutive points on any straight line segment is not a repetition. Let (Zn) denote the minimum
number of colors in a nonrepetitive coloring of Zn. By Thue’s theorem we have (Z) = 3.
Problem 15. Determine (Z2).
Notice that it is not obvious that (Z2) is ﬁnite. However, Carpi [17] proved that
3 · 2n−1(Zn)4n
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for every n> 1. Here is a brief sketch of the proof of the upper bound. Deﬁne a function f : Z → {1, 3, 5, 7} by: (1)
f (i) is a (mod 4) residue of i, if i is odd, (2) f (i)= hi + 5, where hi is a (mod 4) residue of the highest odd factor of
i, if i = 0 is even, and, (3) f (0) = 5. The values of f for the ﬁrst 16 positive integers are
1, 5, 3, 5, 1, 7, 3, 5, 1, 5, 3, 7, 1, 7, 3, 5.
A key property of the function f is that any sequence of the form f (a), f (a + d), . . . , f (a + nd), spanned by an
arithmetic progression of odd difference d > 0, is nonrepetitive (for arbitrary a ∈ Z and n ∈ N). In consequence, an
induced coloring of Zn given by f (x1, . . . , xn) = (f (x1), . . . , f (xn)) is nonrepetitive.
As for graphs we may deﬁne the Thue threshold t (n) of Zn as the minimum number of colors such that any
(t (n) − 1)-coloring of Zn contains a k-power for each k ∈ N. By Carpi’s result t (n) is ﬁnite for every n.
Problem 16. Determine t (2).
Answering a question of Pach, Dumitrescu and Radoicˇic´ [29] proved that there is a 2-coloring of Z2 in which one
can ﬁnd at most 3 consecutive points on a line in the same color.
5.4. Unit distance graph
A famous problem relating graphs and geometry asks for the minimum number of colors in a coloring of the plane
such that the ends of each unit segment have different colors. It is well known that the truth lies between 4 and 7. Let
U be the unit distance graph of the plane, that is, the vertex set of U is the set of all points of the Euclidean plane, and
the edge set of U consists of pairs of endpoints of all unit segments in the plane.
Problem 17. Determine the Thue chromatic number of U .
Unfortunately, (U) is not ﬁnite. Indeed, it can be proved that (G) is greater than the minimum degree of G, for
any ﬁnite graph G (cf. [4]). It thus remains to decide whether (U) = ℵ0.
6. Numbers
The problems of this section are of different nature and are rather loosely related to Thue sequences. We include this
short collection just for sentimental reasons.
6.1. Prime factors of consecutive integers
In 1857 Terquem and Prouhet (cf. [55]) made a conjecture that a product of any k > 1 consecutive integers cannot
be a perfect power. The conjecture was conﬁrmed ﬁrst for squares by Erdo˝s [30] and Rigge [62], and then proved in
general by Erdo˝s and Selfridge [33]. The proof relied on detailed analysis of square-free parts of consecutive integers.
Let p(n) denote the product of all distinct primes dividing n2, and let S be an inﬁnite sequence formed of these
products. The ﬁrst 20 terms of S are
2, 3, 2, 5, 6, 7, 2, 3, 10, 11, 6, 13, 14, 15, 2, 17, 6, 19, 10.
The following problem is due to Erdo˝s and Woods (cf. [40]). It is also known to be equivalent to Robinson’s problem
on deﬁnability of Arithmetic in terms of operations of addition and greatest common divisor.
Problem 18. There exists a constant k such that no two different blocks of S of length at least k are the same.
By Bertrand’s Postulate it is easy to see that S is nonrepetitive. More general version of Erdo˝s–Woods conjecture
follows from the celebrated abc-conjecture (cf. [46]).
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6.2. Continued fractions
Let 	 be an algebraic number of degree deg 	. It is well known that the sequence P(	) of partial quotients of the
continued fraction expansion of 	 is eventually periodic if and only if deg 	 = 2. In 1936 Khintchine conjectured that
if deg 	> 2 then P(	) is actually unbounded (cf. [66]).
Surprisingly, there is an equivalent formulation of Khintchine’s conjecture using Thue properties of certain binary
sequences. Suppose	 ∈ (0, 1) and consider the associatedbilliard sequenceB(	)=(bi)i∈N, deﬁned bybi=(i + 1)	−
i	 for i1. For instance, if 	= (−1 + √5)/2 then B(	) is the famous Fibonacci string
F = 1011010110110 . . . .
The sequence F can be obtained, similarly as the Thue sequence T = 01101001 . . . , by iterating the substitution
1 → 10 and 0 → 1. Moreover, F is known to be 4-power-free (cf. [48]).
Sequences B(	) and P(	) are combinatorially related (cf. [3,48,64]). By this relation it is seen immediately that
unboudedness of P(	) implies that B(	) contains k-powers for any k. What is more surprising is that the converse also
holds, as proved by Mignosi [50] (cf. [48]). Thus, Khintchine’s conjecture reduces to the following statement.
Problem 19. If 	 is an algebraic number of degree deg 	3 then the billiard sequence B(	) contains k-powers for
every positive integer k.
6.3. Primes and sums of digits
Let q2 be an integer and let sq(n) denote the sum of digits of base q expansion of n. Let Ar be the set of all
integers n such that sq(n) ≡ r (mod q), r = 0, 1, . . . , q − 1. In analogy to the famous Dirichlet’s theorem on primes
in arithmetic progressions we may pose the following.
Problem 20. Let pi be the ith prime. Then for every ﬁxed q2 and 0r < q,
lim
n→∞
|{in : pi ∈ Ar}|
n
= 1
q
.
The conjecture was stated in 1968 by Gelfond [35]. It is not known whether any particular set Ar contains inﬁnitude
of primes (cf. [49]). Notice that the case q = 2 corresponds to Prouhet partitions deﬁned in Section 2.
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